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The prediction of the rise speed of large buoyant bubbles is a fundamental fluid mechanics problem
relevant to a number of applications ranging from carbon sequestration technology to chemical
engineering or astrophysics. Single large bubbles typically have a spherical cap shape with bubbles
of larger volume rising faster than the ones of smaller volume. However, except in well-controlled
experiments, the released gas splits into a leading cap bubble, followed by a crown of satellite
bubbles that can contain up to 50% of the total volume of gas. We find that in this case the satellite
bubbles rearrange in a characteristic toroidal crown and the leading bubble takes a lenticular shape.
The rise speeds of these multipart bubble systems and the ratios of the torus radii to the leading cap
curvature radii are quite constant and predictable in the mean and are furthermore independent of the
gas partitioning between the leading lenticular bubble and the crown of satellite bubbles. We also
find that this multipart bubble system rises slightly faster than a single cap bubble with the same
total injected volume of gas. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. DOI: 10.1063/1.3026747
I. INTRODUCTION
Understanding and predicting the dynamics of the rise in
large volumes of buoyant gas is important in many applica-
tions ranging from radio emissions in astrophysical
objects1–3 to chemical engineering4–6 or carbon sequestration
technology. For instance, in problems related to CO2 natural
or artificial sequestration in lakes or oceans, a fundamental
concern is the possibility of leakage. There is an attendant
natural interest in the prediction of the rise speed of a given
volume V of gas into water and of the rate of dissolution of
that gas into water. If this gas rises at slow speeds, then it can
dissolve over a short distance.7–9 However, if the rise speed
is sufficiently large, then CO2 can contaminate greater depths
of water, and indeed it might even reach the surface and be
rereleased in the atmosphere. The prediction of the final be-
havior therefore depends both on the prediction of rise speed
of the gas and on the understanding of its shape and its
exchange rates.
Single bubbles of large enough volume typically more
than 5 cm3 for air in water10, for which the effects of sur-
face tension are weak, usually have a spherical cap shape and
their behavior is relatively well understood.10–12 In particular,
the rise speed U is related to the cap bubble frontal curvature
radius R by the famous relation of Davies and Taylor,11 U
= 2 /3gR1/2, where g is the gravity acceleration. As ex-
plained by Batchelor,10 this relationship is derived from an
equilibrium condition given by Bernoulli’s theorem applied
locally at the leading edge of the bubble. For sufficiently
large Reynolds numbers, the wake of the bubble is turbulent
and its mean rise speed is steady and is independent of the
Reynolds number.12
Experience, however, shows that single cap bubbles can
be obtained only using extreme care in their generation pro-
cess. It is known that the release of a spherical volume of
still air in water leads to the formation of a leading cap
bubble, followed by a toroid of smaller satellite bubbles.13
This kind of complex configuration, which is likely to occur
in all but the most well-controlled conditions, has not yet
been investigated in detail and, for instance, it is not consid-
ered in models of CO2 dissolution in the sea.8 The scope of
the present study is therefore to understand the main charac-
teristics of this most probable complex system formed by the
leading cap bubble and its crown of satellite bubbles. Many
questions arise about this system. In particular, we wish to
determine as to whether or not this configuration is stable;
whether its main characteristics such as the main radius, the
distance of the toroid from the leading bubble, and the rise
speed of the system are predictable; and to what extent these
characteristics depend on the details of each configuration.
To answer these three fundamental questions, we have there-
fore conducted an experimental analysis. In Sec. II we de-
scribe the experimental apparatus and the measurement pro-
cedures used to obtain the results reported in Sec. III and
discussed in Sec. IV.
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The experimental apparatus, sketched in Fig. 1, is aimed
at creating single and crowned cap bubbles by filling an in-
verted cup with a known volume of air Vin ranging from 5 to
160 cm3. The cup can then be rotated to release the gas.
The bubble motion was recorded by a high-speed digital
aElectronic mail: carlo.cossu@ladhyx.polytechnique.fr.
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video camera. Standard single cap bubbles, like the one
shown in Fig. 2, were obtained using a large cup C1, ro-
tated with extreme care. The use of the smaller cup C2
generally resulted in the formation of cap bubbles crowned
with a toroid of satellite bubbles trapped in their wake, as
shown in Fig. 3. The dimensions of the bubbles and their rise
speed were computed by image analysis. The lengths were
preliminarily calibrated using the image of a scale placed in
the filled water tank at the position of the bubbles. For each
cap bubble the width d of its base and its distance h from the
leading stagnation point was measured. The cap radius of
curvature and subtended half-angle were then calculated
from R= h2+ d /22 /2h and m=arccos1−h /R. The main
diameter 2Rc of the crown was estimated by measuring the
distance of the rightmost and leftmost extreme satellite
bubble edges. A measure of the volume Vsat of gas contained
in the crown of the crowned cap bubbles was obtained by
associating each satellite bubble appearing on a recorded im-
age with the volume of a sphere of diameter equal to its
largest dimension. As explained below, the main properties
of the bubbles, such as their Froude number, were found to
be insensitive to Vsat /Vin for Vsat /Vin0.1, and therefore we
have not looked for more precise measures of Vsat. Velocities
are computed by selecting the horizontal coordinate where
the front stagnation point was located in the initial image for
that bubble. The position of the front of the bubble cap at the
selected horizontal coordinate was then tracked on the im-
ages and it was found to be linear with time, the proportion-
ality factor giving the rise speed U.
III. RESULTS
A. The multipart “crowned” cap bubble system
From repeated experiments with the two different cups,
it is observed that the ratio Vsat /Vin ranges approximately
from 0.01 to 0.5 with an average value of 0.15 without any
apparent correlation with Vin. Each observed crowned cap
bubble system is therefore different from the others, the pre-
cise quantitative details of each configuration being strongly
dependent, in an apparently nonreproducible way, on the ini-
tial formation phase. Indeed, various formation mechanisms
were observed, depending on the precise details of the initial
conditions. Under certain circumstances, a strong vertical jet
developed, which penetrated the upper surface of the initial
bubble, disrupting it sufficiently to form a primary spherical
cap bubble and a toroidal ring of satellite bubbles. This
mechanism has a clear connection to the previously consid-
ered formation mechanism13 of toroidal bubbles from suffi-
ciently large three-dimensional bubbles. On the other hand,
crowned bubble systems were also formed when the jet was
not sufficiently strong to penetrate the upper surface of the
original bubble. In such circumstances, the crown of satellite
bubbles appeared to be formed by the strong toroidal vortic-
ity in the liquid which is shed from the trailing edge of the
accelerating initial bubble. Videos showing both these
mechanisms are available online as supplemental material.14
FIG. 1. Experimental apparatus. Air bubbles are generated inside a 75
75120 cm3 tank filled with water by injecting a volume Vin of air,
measured with a flow meter with 3% accuracy, into an inverted cup which is
then rotated about a horizontal axis to release the gas. Two different cups
have been used: the first C1 is a spherical cap cut from a sphere with a
curvature radius of 7.5 cm and rotates about an axis set at 4.5 cm from its
edge, while the second C2 is of half-spherical shape with a curvature
radius of 5.5 cm and rotates on its diameter at 5.5 cm from its edge. The
bubble motion is recorded by a high frame rate 262 frames/s video camera
Dalsa DA6–512 located at half-tank height.
FIG. 2. Color online Geometry of a single spherical cap bubble. Picture of
a single spherical cap bubble of air V=68 cm3 rising in still water at
constant speed U. R is the radius of curvature of the bubble at the front
stagnation point S, while m is its subtended half-angle; h and d are the
height and width of the bubble, respectively.
FIG. 3. Color online Pictures of typical crowned cap bubbles with, respec-
tively, a Vin=114 cm3, Vsat /Vin=0.05; b Vin=126 cm3, Vsat /Vin=0.15;
c Vin=144 cm3, Vsat /Vin=0.3; and d Vin=66 cm3, Vsat /Vin=0.5.
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Fundamentally, only when great care was taken to minimize
initial external perturbations, and the larger C1 cup was
used so that the initial bubble was as close as possible in
geometry and in particular in its subtended half-angle to its
final form, did we observe single spherical cap bubbles as
opposed to the crowned cap bubble system.
However, further analysis reveals that some features,
which are common to all the observed crowned bubble sys-
tems, are actually reproducible irrespective of the specific
details of the initial formation mechanism: a although the
single satellites in the crown can break up and merge with
each other and with the leading cap bubble, they remain
trapped in the global system and the total volume of gas of
the crowned bubble system remains constant; b both the
main radius Rc of the toroidal crown and its distance Hc from
the forward stagnation point on the leading cap bubble are
steady in the mean and proportional to the curvature radius R
of the leading cap bubble with Rc /R=0.8357%, Hc /R
=0.827%; c the leading cap angles of the crowned
bubbles mean value ¯m=45° are approximately the same as
those of single cap bubbles mean value ¯m=47°; and d
while the lower surface of single cap bubbles is essentially
flat, the lower surface of the leading bubble in the crowned
bubble system is indented with a second characteristic radius
of curvature giving it a lenticular shape. The bubbles of the
crowned systems therefore arrange themselves in a configu-
ration which is very specific and has reproducible mean char-
acteristics representing in all respects a well-defined multi-
part bubble system, as shown in Fig. 3.
B. Rise speed of multipart crowned cap
bubble systems
All the observed bubbles, single or crowned, rise at con-
stant speed U in the measuring window. It is known12,15 that
for the large injected volumes of gas 5 cm3Vin
160 cm3 considered here, the velocity U of a single
bubble is not sensitive to variations in surface tension or of
molecular viscosity of the fluid and, as single bubbles of
given shape have a unique characteristic length V1/3, dimen-
sional analysis predicts that the Froude number Fr
=Ug−1/2V−1/6 is constant.12 A theoretical prediction for the
Froude number
FrSCB = 23 fm−1/6 1
is obtained by using the expression for the velocity U
= 2 /3gR1/2 proposed by Davies and Taylor11 and the ex-
pression for the volume of a single perfectly spherical cap
bubble with flat lower surface V=R3fm, where
fm = 13 2 − 3 cosm + cos3m .
The measured speeds U of the single cap bubbles, plotted
versus Vin in Fig. 4, match with this theoretical prediction
very well. Indeed, the Froude number that best fits all the
single cap bubble data, Fr=0.8155, deviates by less than 1%
from the theoretically predicted value Fr=0.8223 obtained
using Eq. 1 with the average of the measured cap angles
¯m=47°.
The velocity data relative to the crowned cap bubbles are
best plotted, i.e., with minimized scatter, versus the total vol-
ume of injected gas Vin, as shown in Fig. 4, and not versus
the volume of the leading bubble Vin−Vsat. As no systematic
correlation seems to exist between Vsat and Vin, this result
implies that the Froude number of crowned bubbles is not
very sensitive to the ratio Vsat /Vin. To investigate this impli-
cation and to check the possible dependence of the Froude
numbers corresponding to each specific crowned bubble on
the additional length scales introduced by the satellite
bubbles, we have plotted in Fig. 5 the “individual” Froude
numbers Fr=Ug−1/2Vin
−1/6 corresponding to each single data
point in Fig. 4 versus the corresponding ratio Vsat /Vin. Not
only is there no clear influence of Vsat /Vin on the individual
values of Fr but also the scatter for crowned bubbles
Vsat /Vin0.1 is essentially the same as the scatter for
single bubbles Vsat /Vin0.05. The approximately 5%
scatter is consistent with that reported for similar
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FIG. 4. Color online Rise speed U vs total injected volume of air for single
cap bubbles Vsat /Vin0.05 generated with the C1 cup and crowned cap
bubbles Vsat /Vin0.1 generated with the C2 cup. The best-fit curves have
been computed by assuming U=Fr g1/2Vin1/6 and then computing the best-fit
Froude number Fr. The data used to generate this figure are available online
as supplemental material Ref. 14.
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FIG. 5. Color online Measured individual Froude numbers of single and
crowned cap bubbles plotted vs the ratio of the estimated volume Vsat con-
tained in the satellite bubbles to the total injected volume of gas Vin. The
data used to generate this figure are available online as supplemental mate-
rial Ref. 14.
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experiments.11,12,15 These results underline again that
crowned bubbles must be considered as well-defined and re-
producible multipart bubble systems.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
For a given total volume of injected gas Vin, a single cap
bubble is predicted to have speed USCB=FrSCB g1/2Vin
1/6
where FrSCB=0.8223 for m=47°. The use of the same
formula to predict the speed of the leading bubble of vol-
ume Vin−Vsat of a crowned system would predict U
=FrSCB g1/2Vin−Vsat1/6 a rise speed lower than that of a
single cap bubble of the same total volume of injected gas
Vin. However, from Figs. 4 and 5 the opposite is observed:
Crowned cap bubble systems not only do not rise slower but
they even rise slightly faster than single cap bubbles. The
best-fit Froude number to the crowned bubble data is Fr
=0.8508, corresponding to a velocity greater by slightly
more than 4% in the mean than the velocity of a single cap
bubble of the same total volume of injected gas. This appar-
ent paradox can be solved by remarking that the formula
used for single cap bubbles assumes a spherical cap shape
with a flat lower surface, while the leading cap bubble of the
crowned system has a concave rear part leading to an appar-
ently drag-reducing lenticular shape. It is thus important to
investigate the mechanism by which the lenticular shape de-
velops, and indeed whether it is the lenticular shape that is
the primary cause of the apparent drag reduction.
All the observed bubbles single and crowned have a
steady mean speed that is selected by the equilibrium of the
buoyancy forces associated with the bubbles and their drag,
mainly associated with turbulent dissipation in the liquid
wake.10,12 Since the crown of satellite bubbles rises at the
same speed as the leading bubble, the mean buoyancy force
gV is the same for the single cap and the crowned cap
bubble systems of the same global gas volume V. As the total
buoyancy force is the same in both cases, the slight increase
in U in the presence of satellite bubbles can therefore only be
explained by a modification in the wake flow resulting in a
slight decrease in turbulent dissipation, and hence of the
mean drag. Furthermore, this decrease in the turbulent drag
forces can be uniquely attributed to the presence of the
bubbles in the wake because no increase in U is observed in
the absence of satellite bubbles. In addition, the frontal ra-
dius of curvature of single and crowned cap bubble systems
is related to the mean rise speed by the formula of Davies
and Taylor,11 U= 2 /3gR1/2. This relationship is well sat-
isfied in our experiments for both single and crowded cap
bubbles, as shown in Fig. 6 where the experimentally mea-
sured ratio U / gR1/2 is very close to two-thirds and does not
depend on Vsat /Vin.
In other words, for a given injected volume of air Vin, in
the presence of satellite bubbles, the frontal radius of curva-
ture of the leading cap bubble is slightly larger by approxi-
mately 10% because of the slight increase in the bubble
velocity U. As shown in Fig. 7, m does not change signifi-
cantly from 47° for the single spherical cap bubbles to 45°
for the crowned cap bubble systems. The volume of the
leading bubble is smaller than the volume of a single cap
bubble with the same total Vin, the difference in gas volume
being associated with the satellite bubbles. The only way to
satisfy all these conditions i.e., a greater radius of curvature,
an unchanged subtended angle, and a smaller volume is for
the leading bubble to have a nonflat lower surface, thus ex-
plaining the observed lenticular shape. Therefore, it appears
reasonable to think of the observed lenticular shape as a con-
sequence rather than the cause of the implied reduced drag of
the crowned cap bubble system.
The exact mechanism by which the drag is slightly re-
duced in the presence of the satellite bubbles is presently
unknown and only conjectures can be made by noting some
similarities with other findings. A first idea could be to relate
this situation to the large rise speeds observed for swarms of
bubbles of large void fraction rising in tubes.16 However, this
situation is very different from the one considered here. All
the bubbles have comparable volumes in the tube flow, and
are much smaller than the ones we observe. Also, all the
bubbles in the tube are at the same time “leaders” and “fol-
lowers.” Although numerical studies of two-bubble
interactions5,6 clearly show an acceleration effect on follower
bubbles, that could only explain why the satellites are cap-
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FIG. 6. Color online Measured individual Davies and Taylor ratios U /gR
of single and crowned cap bubbles plotted vs the ratio of the estimated
volume Vsat contained in the satellite bubbles to the total injected volume of
gas Vin. The ratio predicted by the theory of Davies and Taylor Ref. 11 is
2 /3=0.6666¯ . The data used to generate this figure are available online as
supplemental material Ref. 14.
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FIG. 7. Color online Measured opening angles m of single and crowned
cap bubbles plotted vs the ratio Vsat /Vin. The data used to generate this figure
are available online as supplemental material Ref. 14.
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tured in the wake of the leading cap bubble. However, there
is no explicit observation of an acceleration of the leader
bubble. A second observation that can be related to our find-
ings is the drag reduction observed in turbulent wall-
bounded shear flows in the presence of small bubbles.17,18
Although in the present study there are no rigid walls, nu-
merical simulations19 indicate that in the case of homoge-
neous turbulence in the presence of microbubbles the turbu-
lent dissipation can be reduced up to 4% and that even larger
reductions can be expected for larger bubbles.20 It is actually
not clear in the case of crowned cap bubble systems whether
the reduction in the drag forces directly results from the same
bulk-type mechanism or if it occurs indirectly by a slight
modification of the wake geometry. The complete under-
standing of the complex flow in the wake is indeed a chal-
lenge, so future work could involve wake visualization to
investigate further the drag reduction effect observed in
crowned cap bubble systems.
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